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Introduction

• Is the September Health Agreement a new 
beginning?

– If so, what does it mean for how we achieve national 
goals?

– What does that mean for the way the federal 
government works with provinces and territories?
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A National Purpose
• Canadians today have a greater sense of 

national purpose than we have seen for awhile
• Partly defensive:  Long-term survival of the 

Canadian way
• Partly purposeful: The Canadian way is better
• They welcome closer economic ties with the 

U.S., but want to preserve our distinctive 
identity

• They know this requires collaboration – across 
governments, private sector, social sector
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Federal Role
• Canadians expect the federal government to 

work actively to promote collaboration

• They are highly critical of recent government 
performance (federal and provincial)

• Trust has been eroded; accountability is their 
mantra 

• Ignore that at your peril
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New Social Risks

• Demography, economy, and social structure are 
imposing extraordinary pressures on individuals and 
families.  And on the social safety net

• CPRN’s “Social Architecture” series identifies the new 
social risks and points to new directions

• We need to realign programs and policies in light of 
changing roles and responsibilities of families, 
communities, employers and the state
– Working poor, care of the elderly, housing, 

Aboriginal people 
• Can’t achieve that task without better governance –

improving capacity to achieve a common purpose
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How We Achieve Common Goals

• National programs like UI, CPP, OAS

• National institutions like CBC, armed forces

• National policies to frame actions of all actors 

in society like the Borden line

• Legislation of rights and freedoms

• Framework agreements among governments 

like NCB, health accords
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Framework Agreements

• Framework agreements have become the 
instrument of choice
– With asymmetry, to manage diversity

• Creates flexibility for provinces to set own 
priorities and define key parameters

• However, flexibility has also meant they can 
spend the money on “whatever”

• The result is a “patchwork federalism”
– No effective public monitoring of progress
– No real consequences for diverting money
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Health Care Achievements

• The September Agreement showed progress:
– Long-term risk sharing in 6% escalator
– Third-party public monitoring (stronger HCC)
– Setting benchmarks
– Some link between reporting and access to funds
– An incentive to make health care efficient (i.e. do 

better than 6%)
– Asymmetry with comparable commitments
– An exceedingly challenging Aboriginal agreement

• There were clear signs of give and take, even 
though the meeting itself was chaotic 
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Some Questions Remain

• Who is communicating the implications? 
• Where is the vision for the future of health 

care in Canada?
• How long until the provinces come back for 

more, and will the federal government have 
the guts to say no?

• Can the Health Care Council develop the 
needed capacity to bring citizens into the 
loop?

• How will future gains in coverage (drugs and 
home care) fit into the financial deal?
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Federalism Achievements

• Precedents were set for:
– Longer-term risk sharing

– Setting benchmarks as proxies for standards

– Third party role in reporting

– Some financial consequences for not reporting 
comparable results

– Joint agenda-setting

– Some new Premiers showed leadership
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What’s Missing

• Delegate more advance work to Ministerial Councils 
which have more expertise (more on this later)

• Strengthen other third party organizations

• Invest in outcome measures in all areas  

• Bring city-regions into national discussion, when 
appropriate

• Give provinces and territories time and space to adapt 
their initial position

– Requires putting offers on the table well in advance

• Find a neutral meeting place
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Building on Experience

• Every federation needs a process to manage 
interdependence in pursuit of a common 
purpose 

• The recent achievements learn from our past 
• Canada should consider

– The EU’s Open-Method of Coordination. It has done 
much to align / renew policy across 15 member 
states

– Canada’s Ministerial Councils in the 1990s produced 
important progress in policy design

– Failure of SUFA was in part caused by loss of the 
champions after the 1999 elections
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The European Social Model
• 15 sovereign governments with a shared 

purpose
– Defined a vision with the help of third party research

– Agreed to measure results, report to the public, and 
learn from each other

– All starting from a different place and are proceeding 
at different speeds 

– EU provides  secretariat, meeting place, information 
gatherer

– Are committed to “communicative governance” –
learning from others, reporting to the public
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Ministerial Councils

• Earlier examples did focus on creating good 
process rules: e.g. provincial Ministerial 
Council in 1995 

• Several ministerial councils in the 1990s 
included Ottawa and did an effective job 
– Setting joint goals
– Agreeing priorities
– Developing a solid proposal for FMM’s

• It’s not easy, but it’s better than the 
alternative. And it builds trust
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Public Monitoring in Canada

• Public monitoring of progress should reflect 
what citizens want by way of accountability:
– Where did the money go?
– Are things getting better?
– How do we compare with others?
– Are we getting value for money?

• Governments have a long way to go to meet 
this challenge; Canada has little experience 
with using third parties

• Even when they do measure performance, 
they often miss the link back to citizens
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Other Routes to Common Purpose

• Why not national policies?
– Canadians are worried about their energy future.  

They know they should conserve, but need carrots 
and sticks

– And they call for a national dialogue on energy policy

• Despite their independence, provinces 
(specifically Alberta) complain about the lack 
of national frameworks
– e.g. for transport, energy, housing, environment

• Like citizens, they need a planning framework
• Only the federal government has the 

convening power and the national role 
required to lead this planning for the future
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Closing Comments

• Is the Health Agreement a new beginning? It 
could be…
– If the solidarity of the Council of the Federation holds
– If Ottawa joins or works well with the Council and 
– If all governments submit to the disciplines of agreed 

rules and shared responsibility

• Otherwise, we have little hope of managing 
inter-dependence, or dealing with the new 
social risks undermining the social fabric

• Canadians need to re-imagine the social 
safety net  – together
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Closing

• Canadians have a common purpose:  
They want to strengthen and preserve the 
Canadian way

• Discontented as they are with their 
governments, Canadians know that the way 
forward requires governments to work 
together to pursue a common purpose
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